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Abstract: The customer research in terms of usability, usefulness and branding on User Experience (UX) design is a critical part of the success in application implementation on Information communication technology (ICT) industry. The study on impact of cultural system with similar target market into designing UX in correlation with net promoter score (NPS) has not been revealed as part of important factor, for designing and evaluation of application design. Hence, this paper has objective to assess the effect of user experience (UX) in difference cultural ecosystem in relation with NPS for Indonesia diaspora. The case of prepaid product Kartu As 2in1 was investigated. The survey done through discussion with 20 respondents of Indonesia diaspora, with 10 respondents in Indonesia and Malaysia respectively. The result found that there is some similarity pattern of customer characteristics. However, some variations due to cultural ecosystem difference is found, that the Indonesia diaspora living in Malaysia mostly focused on the easiness of the use, but in Indonesia, they focused on the functionality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The customer research is an important part on the design of application. The intensive research based on observation and interview of customers are needed to explore and analyse the insight about customers. The customer’s insight become an input for application designers to design user interfaces to focus on usability, usefulness and leveraging firm brand to deliver a smooth user interaction (Chincholle, Lachize, Backstrom, & Eriksson, 2013). User experience (UX) designers are concerned on the interaction of cognitive, physical, easiness and behavioural of users (Romeo, Karreman, Pietro Romeo, & Li, 2017). Hence, the cultural ecosystem plays significant role to drive user perception of UX.

The previous study about cultural difference have been conducted on area usability with unit analysis of customer with different backgrounds and nationalities (Konstantakis, Michalakis, Aliprantis, Kalathia, & Caridakis, 2017; Romeo et al., 2017; Santoso, Schrepp, Hinderks, & Thomaschewski, 2017), however the study of the effect of ecosystems in impacting to the culture with unit analysis of customers that having similar background who live in different countries has not been conducted, as well as in relationship between UX with NPS impact (Følstad & Kvale, 2018). Hence, the goal of the study is to investigate the impact of cultural ecosystem of Indonesia diaspora who have different impressions in Malaysia and Indonesia in designing UX to improve NPS and user experience of products. The case of prepaid application of Mobile Virtual Network (MVNO) from Telkom Indonesia International (Telin) called as Kartu As 2in1 was used to assess the impact of cultural ecosystems.

The findings of this study have theoretical implications in strengthening the knowledge of the impact of culture in designing UX and NPS, and in practice the findings could improve the design of the prepaid application. In the paper we will describe literature review, methodology, findings, and then discussions and conclusions.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Cultural Difference Indonesia and Malaysia

Two Countries has similarity in terms of culture, resources and heritage, however Malaysia is more advanced in terms of economic growth and competitiveness compared to Indonesia. Thompson et al (2007) studied a comparison between Indonesia and Malaysia, relative to other countries. The study observed Indonesia and Malaysia students and found that students of Malaysia was distinct with Indonesia in terms of knowledge, but Indonesia and Malaysia are quite similar due to the same religious background as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Mapping Indonesia-Malaysia Cognitive mapping comparison (Thompson, Thianthai, & Hidayana, 2007)

The difference of knowledge as mentioned in Figure 1 was derived from the differences of competitiveness environment, where Malaysia has better competitiveness in all aspect except in market size as shown in table 1, especially in infrastructure, ICT adoption, human capital and innovation ecosystem. The previous studies show that culture ecosystems affected the perception cognitive and behaviour of customers in certain market area (Kastanakis & Voyer, 2014), and some policies related with different cultures has been taken since in reality Indonesia and Malaysia are having different cultures and perceptions (Lubis, 2017). While in designing of User experience, the overall designs are based on impression and perception of users (Konstantakis et al., 2017; Romeo et al., 2017). Hence, the cultural ecosystem is critical factors in designing UX, even though the target market has similar background.

Table 1. Indonesia vs Malaysia Competitiveness 2018 (Malaysia Competitive Corporation, 2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall Rank</th>
<th>Indonesia</th>
<th>Malaysia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Rank</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>74.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enabling environment Rank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution Rank</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure Rank</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT Adoption rank</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macroeconomic Stability rank</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Capital Rank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and skill</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Rank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product market Rank</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour market rank</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial system rank</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Kartu As 2in1

Kartu As 2in1 is a Telkom Indonesia international product on Mobile Virtual network prepaid who serves Indonesia diaspora who work or live overseas. The product could provide double side mobile number which are virtual number of Indonesia mobile number and overseas mobile number. Hence, the customers could enjoy the benefit of domestic charges in Indonesia and overseas. The MVNO service covers 4 overseas countries: Malaysia, Hongkong, Taiwan and Macau (Telin, 2019). The development of Kartu As 2in1 was an enhancement of existing product to enable global connectivity of the service, hence it brings convenience to Indonesia diaspora who can access the service wherever they stay as long as they could connect to Internet and can be downloaded at Google Play and App Store as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. kartu As 2in1 applications

The advantages of Kartu As 2in1 applications were as follows: it became global since it was not dependent on the agreement with mobile network operators, a rich feature and Indonesian content such as movies, games, and other features such as credit transfer, mobile payment for electricity, telephone and mobile wallet, and since it has Indonesia number, it has cheaper international Direct Dialling (IDD). Those features and facilities were designed in web application where the customer survey regarding the usability were required to be explored.

C. User experience

The use of customer research is to increase the use of data traffic by designing the content and application based on UX (Hussain, 2013). UX is multidimensional and has been widely used for evaluating experience to improve the particular product. Jacob Nielsen (2002) has five attributes in designing UX: (1) learnability: how easy the user to perform the task, (2) efficiency: how fast the users to accomplish the task (3) memorability where the application is easy
for the user to remember the task. (4) errors : how often the user perform errors in the use application and how they could improve(5) satisfaction of user after evaluation and improvement of application. Hence, the design shall involve the attitude and behaviour of customer that could accommodate in multicultural perspective (Konstantakis et al., 2017). The five attributes reflects the utility which is providing features that customers need. The combination between the utility and usability creates useful applications (Nielsen, 2012).

UX design involves a person’s attitude, behaviour and emotions of users and appears as the part of culture dimension, called as cultural user experience (Konstantakis et al., 2017). The engagement of customers could trigger cultural of organization to create co-creation value with the customer as part of the customer’s journey as shown the value creation model in Figure 3 (Vincenza Ciasullo, Troisi, & Cosimato, 2018).

Thus, based this study, it could be revealed how the role the technological advancement and the digital tools based on user experience have deeply changed the processes of culture organizations to leverage service systems, integrate people, technologies, processes and information in order to create mutual benefits.

D. Net Promoter Score

Net Promoter Score (NPS) gathers information from customer to get the feedback on the value chain in creating service to customer. The main purpose of the NPS is to get the input for management to take actionable metric for service managers in all process including the digital application design. NPS is typically implemented as a brief questionnaire survey following a service process. Customers are asked a quantitative question on their likelihood to recommend (LTR) the service provider on a scale from 0 to 10 The NPS has been demonstrated to be a measurement tool for customer experience which motivate the customers to give their scores and their main reason for their score to provide feedback to the firm. To achieve the objective of NPS the correct respondents become a critical issue (Fisher & Kordupleski, 2018), of service companies. With the proper implementation, NPS could demonstrate that it is able to provide customer insight to improve organizational growth (Rajasekaran & Dinesh, 2018).

III. Method

The method to capture the feedback from user insight of the product in relation with the usefulness, usability, efficiency, pleasant & easiness to use, learnability to remember; and consistent with better look and feel design, is to use the iteration approach as illustrated in Figure 4.

To implement this strategy, there were 4 process model from UX research, UX design, UX build and UX testing (Nielsen, 2012). UX research for the initial process need to be developed to build personal service align with the cultural ecosystem that may differ between Indonesia and Malaysia. UX design needs to be built to ensure the information architecture and navigation align with the objective of UX design to match product apps design with the customer experience in terms of usefulness, usability, efficiency, pleasant & easiness to use, learnability to remember and pleasant. UX build and testing to be done to assure the UX design can work properly and can be provided the feedback and evaluation for management to improve the future design development. The holistic implementation framework and methods in collecting data can be shown in Figure 5. The scope of test covered all features and application designs for Kartu As 2in1 from customer who uses Kartu As 2in1 in Malaysia and Indonesia. Cross-functional teams was involved not only from observer and facilitators but also from Information technology team to get understanding of users, business goals and technology possibilities. The sample in Malaysia was taken from the customers living in Petaling Jaya and Gombak where Indonesian diaspora have large community and intensively interact with Malaysian community. While Indonesian samples were taken from East Java where most Indonesian diaspora came from especially in Surabaya and Sidoarjo. Total 20 samples were taken with 10 samples were from Malaysian and Indonesian

Figure 3. Cultural digital Co-creation Value (Vincenza Ciasullo et al., 2018)

Figure 4. Iteration Design Methods
users, respectively.

**Product Under Test**

- **Doing Test**
  - Kamu 2.0: Android application
  - Feature test: voice call, SMS, transfer, video call, check of balance, IDD call, voice & SMS virtual postpaid, transfer of balance apps, electricity prepaid payment apps, transfer of balance

**Test Objectives**

1. To get customer feedback in using KAMU 2.0 test matched along feature test: voice call, SMS, transfer, video call, check of balance, IDD call, voice & SMS virtual postpaid, transfer of balance apps, electricity prepaid payment apps, transfer of balance among ecosystems
2. To align the design implementation flow align with user experience

**Participants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suhu Lembaga</th>
<th>Prerasingan dan Chekbik</th>
<th>Test jaw</th>
<th>Eksis di dan Melaloi</th>
<th>Test Icons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 Users</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Test Task**

1. Voice call
2. SMS
3. Transfer
4. Video call
5. Call balance
6. Voice package purchasing
7. SMS package purchasing
8. Check of balance
9. IDD call
10. Transfer of balance among ecosystems
11. Transfer of balance among ecosystems
12. Electricity prepaid payment

**EXISTING DESIGN**

- Kamu 2.0: Android application
- Equipments
  1. Laptop
  2. Kiosk
  3. Mobile Survey Website

**Post Task**

1. Post Task questionnaire
2. Post Task (SUS & NPS)
3. Product review

**PROCEDURE**

- 0.5 Min Warm-up Consent Form
- 5 Min Briefing
- 15 Min Going to Test.js
- 45 Min Post Test Questionnaire
- 50 Min Post Test Interview
- 55 Min Sketch Interview

*SUS: System Usability Scale, NPS : Net Promoter Score

**Figure 5.** Method and Procedure Collecting Data

The procedure for taking data took 60 minutes in average, started from welcome consent and briefing, then test questionnaire and debrief pay intensive.

**IV. Result**

The comparison result of completion rate and single easy question test between diaspora Indonesia in Malaysia and Indonesia can be shown in Table 1. The completion rate indicates the users accomplishment task in certain time and single easy question (SEQ) is questionnaire result of the user perception when using the applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. The Result of Completion Rate and SEQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test Items</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Voice call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 SMS call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Free chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Video Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Check of balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Voice package purchasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 SMS package purchasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 IDD Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Transfer balance apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Transfer balance Operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Prepaid electricity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the data The System Usability Score, the result shows that the score of Indonesia diaspora in Malaysia was 44% while score in Indonesia was 39% less than expected SUS score on 68% and NPS score for diaspora Indonesia in Malaysia and Indonesia was 0 and 10% respectively less than average NPS application was 31% (Telin, 2019)

**V. Discussion**

Our findings indicate that there are differences between the perception of user experience between Indonesians who are living in Malaysia and Indonesia. Both groups differ in the judgement of the products concerning the quality aspects and the functionality aspect as impact of ecosystem’s influence. Clearly differences concerning the quality of the interface design have impact on experience as well as the functionality design. With the completion rate of Malaysia is higher and NPS score is lower, it indicates that diaspora who have lived in better ecosystem in term of economics required more experience expectation and require more quality rather than functionality, while Indonesian user in Indonesia tended to judge the importance of pragmatic required the functionality of applications for both evaluated products.

For overall, the findings showed that even though Indonesian diaspora have different results, overall result of SUS and NPS was still below the average, indicates that there are still improvements required to boost the performance in terms of revenue. In terms of application improvement, since the result of Indonesian diaspora who are living in Malaysia and Indonesia were almost similar in terms of the feature application item improvement, the enhancement of the application for Malaysian market can be applied for Indonesian market as shown in Figure 6.

*Figure 6. Application Improvement as impact UX Test Result*

These findings suggest that management who has products for Indonesian diaspora in Indonesia and Malaysia should improve the application and market for both countries in similar fashion. The contribution of theory is related with the concept of international marketing strategy (IMS) decisions, which are influenced by perceived cultural and business distance between their home- and foreign country and influence of cultural ecosystem. The
VI. CONCLUSIONS

There is an impact of cultural ecosystem in driving the perception of customer to develop the customer experience. Malaysia focuses on the style and easiness, and Indonesia focuses on the functionality of service, however since the respondent stay has no longer in the particular country the overall significant design has not impact to application design. The further study can be focused on the identification of the impact of concrete cultural aspects that influence the expectations of users towards product interfaces and for longitudinal cultural ecosystem impact in designing UX.
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